A pI-based protein fractionation method using solid-state buffers.
The analysis of very complex proteomes is dependent on efficient fractionation methods with low level of carry over from fraction to fraction. Among various possibilities the separation by ranges of isoelectric points for further analysis appears as attractive, but current methods involving an electrically driven migration in the presence of ampholyte carriers are not exempt of technical complications. In the present work a new separation concept is described involving the use of so-called solid-state buffers, in association with ion exchangers, to separate protein categories of different pI ranges with a low level of protein overlapping. Resin blends packed in separated columns are used under a cascade configuration of increasing or decreasing pH and, once proteins of different pI are adsorbed by individual resin blends, the columns are dissociated. From each column protein mixtures corresponding to a given pI range are collected by competitive desorption with salts so as to be ready for proteomic analysis. The process is rapid and does not involve electrical fields nor addition of carrier ampholyte material. The presence of potassium chloride during the separation prevents protein precipitation at the vicinity of their isoelectric points. The fractions thus obtained can be used for two dimensional electrophoresis and mass spectrometry analysis after the removal of salts.